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March 2016 10th standard English Ist Paper Key 

1. I) interest     ii) victim   iii) struggle iv) difficult task  v)private. 

2.  i) clean    ii) visible    iii) rare   iv) internal v) fast. 

3. Local  Area Network. 

4. A) His mission is to serve the poor. 

5. Neighbor       6. Water fall    7. Strata   8. Hyper active   9. Give up     

10 a) ar-ti-cu-late  b) bit-ter    c) sym-pa-thise 

       11. a) listened      12.  a)  Migrating birds face a  lot of obstacles. 

           b) Migrant birds are brave little voyagers 

          c)  Migration is a habit of some birds 

 

  13. My decision was to join the Arts college.     

14. a) We barely have enough water. 

15. c) he would help the needy. 

16. a) S V O C.      17. a) can she     18. C) as strong as   19. C) a fish cannot survive on land. 

20. a) Because of      21. B) learn   22.a) proud of   23. B) the    24. B) on 

25. The lid of the bottle is too tight for him to open it. 

26. The portions were completed  by the teacher and a test was conducted by him. 

       (Or)    The portions were completed and a test was conducted by the teacher. 

27. The blind lady said  to the student,” Please help me cross the road”  

28. If it rains, I will get wet. 

29. James is as old as Raj.    (or) Siva is the youngest of all.    (or)  Anwar is older than Siva. 

      (or)  James and Raj are   the  eldest of all. 

30. “An amazing model?” shouted Trevor at the top of his voice. 

31-38  prose selection. 

39 Memory poem. 

40. Geode looks dull and grey on the out  side. 
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41. The eyes are bloodshot because of vigorous work. 

 

42.     Some people always live in a dream –world. They are cut off from reality. Dreams hold them under       

         their control and become their  masters.. 

43.The poet is the child in this poem. 

44.  I  refers to The migrant bird . 

45. minute-in it; 

       Run – son 

46. Betrays – back – belong 

47. simile       

48.   Reeling   - a 

                               Wall   -    b 

                               Ceiling  -  a 

                             All         -    b    Ans:      ab  ab. 

49.  Onomatopoeia 

50. peom paragraph. 

51. a) In today’s world Honest is being ignored  a lot. 

    b) We practice every where, in school,  among friends and even in the playground. 

    c) An honest person always obeys the law, so he is free from trouble. 

    d) Since  Gandhi’s childhood, he tried to remain honest  and truthful. 

     e) false. 

52.   a) One of these cycles is defective 

         b) His father is an MLA. 

         c) Though she is rich, she is humble. 

         d) They  carried their luggage to the airport. 

        e) Meena is junior to Mala.     Prepared By: PANNEERSELVAM C  GRADUATE TEACHER IN ENGLISH,  

AVVAIYAR GOVT. GIRLS H S S , DHARMAPURI. 


